Performance Map

Sharmi Basu ■ Garden of St. Paul
John Benson ■ Garden of Fidelity
John Bisch ■ Loving Kindness
Kryst Bobrowski & Karen Stackpole ■ California Columbarium
Sarah Cahill with Kate Stenberg ■ Chimes Chapel
Cardew Choir ■ Quietude
Sidney Chen ■ Patience
Paul Deshner & Joel Davel ■ Julia Morgan Chapel
Lisa Mazaccapa & Jason Lewis: Duet ■ Benevolence West
Giacomo Fiore ■ Loving Kindness
Adam Forgiato ■ St. Luke
Amy Foote & Danny Gray ■ Gentleness
Lamie & Bodi Fox ■ California Columbarium
Gabby Fluke-M_CFGroup ■ Everlasting Hope
Guillermo Galindo & Lisa Sangha Moscow ■ Valiant
Gautam Tejas Ganesh ■ Chapel of the Holy Word
Magal Jayen & Kristina Dutton: Hae Voces ■ Chapel of Tenderness
Anne Houghtaling ■ Clusters of Choral?
The How-Are-You Feeling Project ■ Integrity West
Composer Brenda Hutchinson will lead the annual bell ringing to mark the Summer Solstice at sunset in the Chapel of Quietude.
Laura Inserra ■ Garden of Eternal Wisdom
Kitka ■ Chimes Chapel
Living Earth Show with Dennis Aman ■ Garden of Ages / & outside, front entrance
Silvia Mathews ■ Clusters of Choruses
Dylan Mattingly ■ Chimes Chapel
Dylan Mattingly & El Wietschowski ■ Palm Garden
Mobius Trio ■ Garden of St. Matthew
Moel Stiano Ensemble ■ Integrity East
Amy X Neuburg ■ Julia Morgan Chapel
Orchestra Nostalgie ■ Pacific Plaza
Maggi Payne ■ Garden of St. Mark
Robin Petrie & friends ■ Garden of St. John
Dan Porsezay with Guglie Plax ■ Pacific Plaza
Randy Porter ■ Chapel of Reconciliation
Probes: Gyan Riley & Timba Harris ■ Palm Garden
Wendy Reid & friends ■ Commitment
ROVA Saxophone Quartet ■ Garden of St. Matthew
Real Vocal String Quartet ■ Chapel of Light
Dean Santorini & Cindy Soprano ■ Meditation Chapel
Soriah ■ Trance Mission Duo ■ Sanctuary of Dawn
Adam Tandler ■ Chimes Chapel
Eric Brehm & Mathew Strange: The Sparkle Boys ■ Chapel of Courage
Beth Custer with Stephen Kent: Transe Mission Duo ■ Sanctorum of Dawn
Faythe Vollrath ■ St. Luke
Zachary James Watkins ■ The Sanctuary
Peter Whitehead ■ Patience
William Wintert Percussion Group ■ Chapel of Light
Theresa Wong ■ The Sanctuary
Patricia Z ■ Garden of St. Paul

Important Note: As you walk around during today’s concert, you’ll probably bump into a friend and want to chat. Please take your conversations outside or into the main lobby! Be sensitive to the musicians, and to other audience members trying to listen. The magic of this event will only be sustained if everyone listens quietly. Please do not park in Mountain View Cemetery (you may be towed). Thank you!